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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new method for eye state analysis, in which we incorporate four step
system for drowsiness detection: face detection, eye detection, eye state analysis and drowsy decision. Our
novel eye detection first uses face detection to remove the background and then by using an eye detection
method which uses brightness and roundness of the eye and iris it would detect whether the eyes are open or
not.
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1. Introduction
There are many technologies for drowsiness detection. They can be divided into three types: biological
indicators, vehicle behavior, and face analysis [1]. The first type measures biological indicators such as brain
waves, heart rate and pulse rate. These techniques have the best detection accuracy but they require physical
contact with the driver thus they are not practical. The second type vehicle behaviors such as speed, lateral
position and turning angle are measured. These techniques may be implemented non-intrusively, but they
have several limitations such as the vehicle type, driver experience and driving conditions. Furthermore, it
requires special equipment and can be expensive. The third type is face analysis. Although it can be less
accurate than biological indicators, this type is non-intrusive and easily implemented. It can be employed
independent of driver experience and vehicle type. Further, it is both more practical and accurate than
vehicle behavior analysis. It is limited by lighting conditions and the driver’s distance from the camera. In
this paper, we present a new four step system for drowsiness detection which is fast enough and so accurate.
In the first step, we detect face region by using a popular approach of utilizing support vector machines
(SVMs) to crop the face region and remove the background.
After detecting the face region, we detect eye region. It would be useful to detect the face before
detecting the eye because in this way we would reach higher accuracy by omitting other objects which may
be detected wrongly as the eye. Many works on eye detection have been used IR illuminators which can be
dangerous for retina [1]-[4] or required training data and used circle Hough transform [5]. As we are only
interested in detecting the eye and not the exact position of it, it would be easier than eye tracking or gaze
tracking.
After eye detection, we perform eye state analysis-determination of whether the eye is open or not.
Orazio et al [5] used training data for closed eye detection. Our proposed method is based on the brightness
of the eye and roundness of iris. This method can determine open or closed eye with a high accuracy without
using any training data and IR source.Finally, we decide about drowsiness and give a warning message for
drowsy state. In this paper we propose a system which does not require any special hardware and training
data and also is fast enough and more accurate than pervious methods. Fig. 1 gives an overview of our
proposed system.
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In the rest of this paper we would describe the face detection method, eye detection method in cropped
facial image, determination of the eye state and also we would present our experimental results.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed drowsy detection system.

In our method we would first detect the face and crop the facial image which will isolate the face region
from the background image and makes the eye detection more accurate because in this case instead of
processing the whole image we would just focus on the facial image. We use a simple webcam which takes
gray scale frames and by using a face detection library [6] we can accurately determine the position of the
face and crop it. We can define a threshold for face detection which can be varied from -10 to 10 depend on
the environment to reach better results. Another advantage of using face detection before eye detection is that
you can use this system in higher distances which is not accessible in many previous works. In this project
we first used the system without enhancing face detection which resulted in about 95% accuracy [8] which
was not satisfactory since the other methods would result in higher accuracy but after enhancing face
detection to our system the accuracy reached 97% when the eyes are open and 98% when the eyes are closed.
In the face detection processes we have used a new reduced set method for support vector machines (SVMs)
which creates sparse kernel expansions that can be evaluated via separable filters. The detail of this method
was described in [6]. Fig.2 shows the detected faces using this method for different distances.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Detected faces for different distances, (a) 0.5m, (b) 1m and (c) 2m

2. Eye Detection
After isolating the face from the background image, it is time to process the facial image to find the eyes
in the cropped image. As we are using the grey scale images it is easy to separate the whole eye from the
face by using its brightness and then after removing other parts of the face from the image we can use the
roundness of the iris to determine the position of the eye. As we know the iris is the roundest object in the
face so by defining two limits for the roundness we will check the roundness of the remained objects with
these limitations and finally find the position of the eyes. Fig.3 shows a sample of detected eye. As we can
see in this figure there are other detected objects that can be omitted by defining limitations for the roundness
of detected objects and then by doing some morphological process the exact location of the eyes is
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determined. Fig.3 shows the detected eye by red circles. As can be seen in fig.4 when the eyes are closed no
round object is detected according to our definition and so no eye is detected.

Fig. 3. The eyes are detected and are separated by red circles at their center

Fig.4. No eye is detected when the eyes are closed.

3. Eye State Determination
Eye state determination is done by analyzing the existence of at least one eye in the processed image.
When the pupil is covered by the upper eyelid, the person cannot see anything and in this case we would not
be able to detect the eyes and so we would consider it as closed eyes. Detecting at least one eye is enough for
us to make sure that the driver is not sleep. Typical blink duration is 0.3 s (approximate 9-10 closed eye
image) for a non-drowsy person. We repeat this process for every one among ten frames to avoid blink
which may causes a wrong response for the system.

4. Experimental Results
In this project we used a simple webcam with a resolution of 640×480 and we changed the light
condition and the distance from the camera. We have compared our results with previous which is shown in
Table I. The positive influence of adding the face detection step to our algorithm can be understood by
comparing the last two columns of Table I.
We have also found the optimum distance from the camera which obtained about 20-40 Cm that is very
suitable for our task.
TABLE I .comparison with other methods

Eye
state

Variance
based
algorithm

Eyelids
distancebased
algorithm[2][4]

Brightness
based
algorithm[7]
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Our
previous
algorithm
without face
detection[8]

Our
proposed
algorithm

Open
Close

Accuracy
(%)
96.4
67.5

Accuracy
(%)
100
72.5

Accuracy
(%)
96.4
94.7

Accuracy
(%)
95.5
96

Accuracy
(%)
97
98

We have also determined the detected number of the face, one eye, both eyes and closed eyes in 10
frames which can be seen in table II.
The eyebrows were an obstacle in this project which would have high roundness in some cases. In order
to find the limits for the roundness that are mentioned above and omitting the wrong detections we had to
calibrate the system with a person who has thick eyebrows.
TABLE II .number of correct detection in 100 frames
Facial features

Number of detected in 10 frames

face

100/100

One eye

83/100

Both eye

75/100

Closed eye

17/100

5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new algorithm for drowsy detection which uses face detection to reduce
errors and then by a simple and confidant method we detect the region of the eyes and their states. The
advantage of this system is that by using face detection before eye detection the accuracy of the system
would improve and also this method does not need any IR illuminators, training data or special camera.
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